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1. Neela is a professional dancer who works with 'City Entertainments' (CE). CE 

organizes island-wide concerts and stage plays. According to the terms of the 

agreement between Neela and the CE, Neela should attend the training sessions on 

weekdays at the latter's institute and she did so. CE usually organises its concerts 

and plays only on weekdays. Since Neela is free during the weekends, she takes part 

on TV shows. 

CE organized a stage play in Colombo last month. During the performances, Neela 

had a fall due to the unsuitable costumes provided by the CE and as a result she 

became permanently disabled. Citing the terms of the agreement, the CE denies any 

liability for the accident stating that she was employed as an independent contractor 

by the company. 

Neela seeks your advice. Advise her citing the relevant case law. 
(25 marks) 

--««• 
2. i) Sammani was employed as an area service officer by the Tasty Food Company Ltd. 

with effect from 1 s t January 2018 on a one year fixed term contract to cover the 

work of a permanent employee who was on approved leave. She implemented a 
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new sales promotion strategy for the area of work assigned to her and doubled the 

sales of the products in the designated area of work within eight months of her 

recruitment. She was awarded the best area sales officer of the province by the 

management. The General Manager on the Award's day congratulated her and said 

the company had opportunities for regular employment for target driven, internally 

motivated workers like her. 

On 1 s t January 2019, her contract was extended for another three months. At the 

end of three months, the management refused to renew her contract as a sales 

promotion officer of the Company. When she inquired about the non-renewal of the 

contract, she was informed by the management that the company was not bound to 

do so as this is a cessation of employment on the expiry of the contract. 

If you are the arbitrator adjudicating the claim made by Sammani for renewal of her 

contract on its expiry, how would you write the order? Give reasons for your answer. 

(12.5 marks) 

ii) Mahesh was hired by Crown Tourist Hotel on 1 s t November 2019 as a waiter. The 

offer of employment stated: 

'Your employment will be probationary for the first ten months... When termination 

of employment is deemed necessary, you will be given a letter detailing the reason 

for termination...'. 

As a result of the novel coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic, there was unprecedented 

loss to business in the hospitality industry. Crown Tourist Hotel management 

decided to terminate twenty five employees, including Mahesh on 2 1 s t June 2020. 

Believing that his termination is unfair, Mahesh wants to know the rights of the 

employer to terminate the services of a probationer during the probationary period. 

Provide a legal opinion on the above situation in light of the applicable legislation 

and case law. 

(12.5 marks) 
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3. 'Labour Tribunals are considered the best mechanism to ensure the welfare of 

employees who are unlawfully dismissed from workplaces in Sri Lanka'. 

Analyse the above statement in light of just and equitable nature of remedies 

granted by the labour tribunals. Support your answer with the relevant statutory 

provisions and decided cases. 

(25 marks) 

4. Toy story Ltd. is a toy manufacturing company with a total workforce of seventy five 

employees in Colombo. Weerasumana was employed as a quality controller in the 

company in January 2010. 

On 0 1 s t June 2020, he received the letter given below from the management: 

Dear Valued Employee, 

As you are no doubt aware, the COVID-19 pandemic has presented significant 

challenges to our business operations. The financial constraints that have arisen as a 

result of this pandemic have caused us to re-examine carefully the company's 

position in the marketplace. 

After reviewing our options, we have concluded that we need to eliminate, at least, 

ten positions. It is with the deepest regret that we inform you that your employment 

with us would terminate by 18 t h June 2020. 

Being a senior employee of the company, Weerasumana was frustrated after getting 

to know that Rupasiri and Dasunsiri, two of the colleagues who were also working as 

quality controllers in the company for only two years and three years respectively 

did not receive similar letters. When he inquired about this from the Human 

Resources Manager of the company, he was informed that the retention of 

employees was made after considering the history, reliability and efficiency of the 

workers. Weerasumana claims that his termination is illegal and intends to take legal 

action against the company. 
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Toy story Ltd. seeks an opinion as to the legality of its decision to terminate the 

service of Weerasumana and retention of employees for the cutback. 

Advise the company with reference to the relevant legal provisions and case law. 
(25 marks) 

5. Sasha Electrical Ltd. is an electrical equipment manufacturing company consisting of 

eighty workers. The regular working hours of the company are from 8 am to 5 pm. 

Metha was employed on 20 t h June 2014 by the company as an assembler of electric 

heaters manufactured by the company. Although during the first four years of the 

employment her services were fully satisfactory, later on, her quality of work started 

to decline. She was repeatedly warned by her supervisor on her poor performance at 

work. On 25 t h June 2020, the supervisor found that Metha had wrongly installed 

wires for 50 electric heaters that she was assigned to assemble. On being called for 

explanation she informed the Work Manager that she could not correctly identify 

the different colours of the wires due to her poor eyesight. On inquiry whether she 

consulted an optometrist on her deteriorating vision, Metha responded in negative 

saying that she did not like to wear corrective lenses. After an inquiry, she was 

suspended from her work by the company on 30 t h June 2020. 

The Employees' Union of Sasha Electrical Ltd. demanded that the management 

reinstate Metha. Following the rejection of the demand, union leaders called for the 

stage of a "stay in" union action on 02 n d July 2020. This cessation of work by fifty 

employees continued for six days. On 08 t h July, the company gave a notice that 

unless the workers resumed their duties by 09 t h July, they would be treated as 

having voluntarily ceased to be employees of the company. On 09 , h July, amidst 

threats of the union leaders, 30 employees out of the 50 strikers returned to work. 

On the same day the other strikers started to damage the billboards displayed in the 

company premises and verbally insult the employees who were working in the 

assembling section. Since the strikers refused to vacate the premises of the 

company, they were evicted from the premises by use of force. Twenty strikers 

including the trade union leaders who initiated the action were dismissed from the 

company on 10 t h July 2020. 
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Metha and Ravindu, the President of the Employees' Trade Union of the Sasha 

Electricals Ltd., seek your advice as to the lawfulness of their termination from 

employment and any relief available to them. Advise them. 

(25 marks) 

6. i) 'Not all legal strikes are justified. Not all justified strikes are legal. Both the legality 

and the justifiability of the strike actions play significant roles in deciding the 

lawfulness of the dismissal of strikers by the employers'. 

Do you agree with the above statement? Give reasons for your answer. 

(12.5 marks) 

ii) "... there cannot be collective bargaining without involving the workers. The union 

only helps the workers in resolving their dispute with the management, but 

ultimately, it would be for the workers to take the decision and suggest remedies". 

Jagannatha Shetty J. Karnal Leather Karamchari Sanghathan v. Liberty 

Footwear. 1990 Lab IC 301 

You are requested to prepare a brief paper to be presented at the Junior Law 

Conference- 2021 on the theme of 'collective bargaining and collective agreement'. 

(12.5 marks) 

7. The International Labour Organization (ILO) plays a major role in balancing the 

competing interests of the States, employers and employees around the world. 

Giving due consideration to the core conventions of the ILO, discuss the justification 

for the existence of such an organization. 

(25 marks) 
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